We present a multi-gigabit rate multiple pattern-matching algorithm with TCAM that enables protecting against malicious attacks in a high-speed network. The proposed algorithm significantly reduces the number of TCAM lookups per payload with m-byte jumping window scheme. Due to the reduced number of TCAM lookups, we can easily achieve multi-gigabit rate for scanning the packet payload in order to inspect the content. Furthermore, multi-packet inspection is achieved easily by the extended state transition diagram with the shifting distance. With experimental results, we have clearly justified the proposed algorithm works well for a multi-gigabit network intrusion detection system.
Introduction
Network intrusion detection systems (NIDSs) monitor every packet in the network to detect malicious attacks. In a high-speed network, an NIDS may be overloaded as the packet arrival rate becomes high. Hence, the hardware-based approach of implementing the NIDS will be appropriate in order to support the high-speed network. Some researches [1] , [2] , [3] focus on the hardware implementation to achieve the line-speed intrusion detection. Recently, technologies for high performance network processors have driven a new breed of solutions that perform at high data rates while remaining flexible through software [4] .
There are many approaches for solving multiple pattern-matching problems. The multiple pattern-matching algorithms [5] , [6] use software approaches. However, software-based pattern-matching is not able to inspect all packets in the high-speed network. Gigabit rate pattern-matching algorithms such as [7] , [8] are TCAM-based algorithms that can be used with TCAM. In this paper, the scheme in [7] , [8] is referred to a 'sliding window' in which every one-byte shifted fixed-length partial payload should be examined to match the TCAM and the partial payload should be extracted with a sliding window manner. Although the sliding window based pattern matching is intuitive and simple, the scheme has three problems. First, it has lower scan speed. It can provide an answer for searching a packet of length n, in a deterministic time of O(n) TCAM lookups, because one TCAM lookup is needed for every byte position in the packet. Since the TCAM lookup time is known and fixed, we need to minimize the number of TCAM lookups per packet to support the multigigabit rate NIDS. Second, it is very complicated and needs more memory when the pattern is longer than TCAM width. Suppose the width of the TCAM is w bytes and let T = t 0 ,t 1 ,…,t n-1 be the text. Partial pattern is matched at t i ,…,t i+w-1 , it should check whether occurrence of previous partial matching at t i-w ,…,t i-1 , and keeps matching information for next partial matching. Third, it does not support multi-packet inspection where the pattern split into continuous two payloads. This situation is common in NIDS, where intrusion signatures can be segmented into packets which contain the user data such as E-mails, attached files, etc.
In this paper, we revise deep packet inspection algorithm introduced in our recent paper [9] and extend the algorithm to provide content inspection over multiple packets. In our algorithm, TCAM lookups for searching a packet of length n, is O(n/m), if the size of the jumping window is m. We devise the state transition diagram for keeping previous partial matching when the pattern is longer than TCAM width. So it is very simple and does not waste memory. In order to support multi-packet inspection, we use extended state transition diagram by alignment of the last jumping window of previous payload. In addition, we have implemented the proposed algorithm using Intel IXP28XX network processors (NPs) with TCAM. We have some preliminary experimental results which verify the proposed scheme improves significantly the performance of deep packet inspection.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe problems of multiple pattern-matching using TCAM. We explain the jumping window algorithms to map the multiple patterns into TCAM and efficiently scan packets at high speeds in Section 3. In Section 4, we extend the algorithm in order to inspect multiple packets. In Section 5, we give experimental results with our 10Gbps network processor based NIDS. Finally, we conclude the paper.
Jumping Window Pattern Match Algorithm
A pattern is a string to be searched for a payload and it usually appears at an arbitrary position in the payload. For example, virus and worm patterns are located in an attached file and they may appear at any position in the packet payload. We should search several sub-patterns relevant to each jumping window for matching a pattern if the pattern would be occupied into continuous several jumping windows of a payload. In other words, we can create TCAM entries, all possible position-aware patterns (PAPs) from one pattern. Therefore, we succeed pattern-matching with jumpingwindow scheme although the pattern appears at an arbitrary position in the payload. Let T = t 0 ,t 1 ,…,t n-1 be the payload, and its length be n bytes. Let P = p 0 ,p 1 ,…, p m-1 be the pattern to be searched, and its length be m bytes. P is located in the substring of T, where
The payload is divided into multiple jumping window substrings with m-byte window, where
If (m-i) sequential bytes of P is found from i th position within s th jumping window substring of T, where
Then, the rest of P, the remaining i bytes is found from the first position within (s+1) th jumping window substring of T. On this occasion, P is found in T. Therefore, we can make PAPs from P with 0~(m-1) shifting and can split PAPs into fixed-size subpatterns, position-aware sub-patterns(PASes) as shown in Fig. 1 ('-' denotes "don't care" state of TCAM). We can match the pattern P in the payload T with jumping window scheme when these PASes generated from P are stored in the TCAM. Given the pattern of "GATT" the position of the pattern in the payload is one of "GATT," "−GATT," "−−GATT," …, "(m -1)−GATT." When m is 4, the pattern may be found at the different position of the payload such as "GATT," "−GATT," "−−GATT", or "−−−GATT." We put the above derived patterns into the TCAM table. Then, a TCAM lookup operation is carried out for every segment of m bytes called a jumping window for a packet payload. Usually, the width of the TCAM, which will be used for matching the pattern in a parallel way, is fixed. Therefore, if the TCAM width is smaller than the pattern, we have to split a long pattern into shorter subpatterns with the same length of the TCAM width. If one PAP splits into several PASes, a pattern-matching operation will be completed when all PASes are matched to the TCAM entries in series. Hence, for the matching operation of multiple PASes, a PAS matching function requires the result of the previous PAS matching operation. To increase the speed of searching, we employ the state transition diagram to find the result of the previous PAS matching operation as shown in Fig. 2. 
Multi-packet inspection
We consider a pattern that split on two payloads T i , T i+1 and it usually appears at several jumping windows of T i , T i+1 . That is, it split into tail end of the former and beginning of the latter. In case of Fig. 3 (a) , the pattern P = p 0 ,p 1 ,…,p m-1 split into "p 0 " and "p 1 p 2 …p m-1 " in T i and T i+1 , respectively. At the window before last of T i as illustrated in Fig. 3 (a) , pattern-matching does not occur and the state is initial state, 0. We fit the last window with shifting distance because the remaining bytes are too small to fit into the jumping window. There is no previous pattern-matching, the state of the last window is initial state, 0. However in case of Fig. 3 (b) , the partial pattern "p 0 " is matched and transits to state S m-1 . Due to lookup TCAM with m-byte window, the last window of T i needs m-byte alignment. The start point of last window is shifted to m-(n%m) bytes left. We call it shifting distance. In order to fit the last window, the pre-condition state should be changed according to the shifting distance. For example, state S m-1 must move into initial state 0 if 3 bytes, i.e., "−−p 0 ," are shifted for fitting the last search window. Fig. 3 . Example of multi-packet inspection processing: shifted state transition for alignment of a search window For the split pattern matching, states can move to other states in order to align the last window if the previous partial match is done successfully. The state transition diagram should have this state transition information for the alignment. With the extended state transition, split pattern into the next packet payload can be easily matched. Furthermore, it requires storing only the last state information instead of the large packet reassembly buffer.
Performance Evaluation
For the evaluation of the multi-gigabit rate pattern-matching in NIDS, we have implemented IDS microblock which is a microcode program of Intel IXP28XX NP [10] to detect intrusion patterns in the packet payload. The IXP28XX NP development platform consists of dual network processor units (NPUs), 9-Mbit IDT's TCAM [11] , and 10 ports of gigabit Ethernet (GbE). In this paper, we have generated packets matched with the Snort rule header using the traffic generator Smartbits 6000B. In the following experiments, throughputs are measured for various packet lengths with a single microengine (ME). Although the Intel IXP28XX NPU has 16 MEs, only 12 MEs are used to receive and transmit packets through external interfaces and process them in the current Intel's 10-port GbE IPv4/IPv6 forwarding application. We could add at most 4 MEs without modification of the current application for implementing our algorithm. Fig. 4 shows the result of TCAM access for pattern matching with varying the packet size for sliding window and 8-byte jumping window. For this experiment, only one ME is used for deep packet inspection among 16MEs. The number of TCAM access of sliding window increases rapidly as the packet length increases, while that of our algorithm increases slowly. With the maximum packet size, i.e., 1518 bytes in the Internet, the throughput of our proposed algorithm is about 1Gbps, while sliding window shows only the performance of about 200Mbps [12] . In this experiment, we proved that the number of TCAM access in the 8-byte jumping window is approximately 1/8 of the number of TCAM access in the sliding window scheme. Fig.  5 shows the effect of the window size, m. As the window size increases, the number of TCAM access is reduced 1/m.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a multi-gigabit pattern-matching algorithm for network intrusion detection system in the high-speed network. The TCAM-based deep packet inspection algorithm developed in this paper uses a jumping window scheme, which is supported by position-aware sub-patterns and the state transition diagram to reduce the number of TCAM lookups. We have implemented the proposed algorithm on the Intel IXDP28xx platform. The performance of packet processing with our proposed algorithm is more than 3Gbps at the worst-case situation with the maximum packet size. We expect an increase of the performance through microcode optimization and window size augment. We've proven the feasibility of the proposed algorithm with our experimental implementation that runs on the IXDP28xx platform. In order to detect malicious attack split in two continuous packet, we extended the state transition diagram with shifting distance. Therefore, first pattern-matching in next packet is achieved easily with the state transition of previous packet. In this paper, we describe that the pattern length is the same value as window size, m. However, our proposed algorithm is applicable even if it is greater or lesser than window size m.
